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(Jesus speaking: ) I have lots to say. Let Me look through the files and select what is most appropriate.  

How about one on your ‘green angel’. You know of your blue angels, and now I’ll show you of your green angels. 

Starting to sound like a rainbow taking shape and shining with Heaven’s light; angels for all spectrum of Heaven’s 

light? And as soon as I said “rainbow” and with the colour green still in your mind, you brought up the verse about 

the emerald rainbow around the throne of God.  

REV.4:3 And he that sat was to look upon like a jasper and a sardine stone: and there was a rainbow round about 
the throne, in sight like unto an emerald. 

 

So, where should I start? There’s lots on this colourful scheme of living beings, shining light all around you.  

Green, why do I like green? It’s the colour most of the land of Earth was painted with. It goes a loonng way back, 

and it’s a story for another time.  

But if the Earth is like a ball—like an eyeball perhaps—and it’s green, then it seems like a green eye looking through 

the stars. Think of all the colours of eyes, and think of the colours that cover the world—blue ocean, green land, 

brown deserts and dirt lands, grey mountainous regions, and some burned charred, black-brown areas now. Are 

these not the colours of eyes? 

My eyes look throughout the whole world. My angels cover it and see everything on it. And do you, from your Earth 

station, look out to the vast realm above in wonder? So many eyes on Earth looking, seeing, and trying to discover. 

See, to tell you something, it involves a lot of other topics and reasons and related issues. I’m painting with a broad 

brush today, so you can get some of the “surrounding scenery” on the topic. That way you learn more. 

Green angels surround you and are with you all the time. The term “green” shouldn’t bring up these hideous 

images of monsters and funny green men from Mars, and all that nonsense, but it can alert you that “green angels” 

the term, is real and satan tries to paint evil in the minds of the earthlings, so that when truth is actually revealed, 

people have been conditioned by his deluding propaganda, and thus it’s hard to tell a mind the real way it is.  

Isn’t that the way it is now, you try to speak the truth, but if people have a word or term or even movie title of a 

certain name, then it pops in their mind and there is little you can do to get past it, at least for awhile, and get the 

truth in there, without it conjuring up false and foolish imagery.  

So away with frothy folly. What I want to paint in your mind is My verified, verdant green ghosts of God, the real 

angels that paint the world with greenery and bring growth. They nourish, primarily; and are every wit beautiful; 

stately and awesome. 

How do all the plants grow in the right way, and just the right amount for the world’s population? By their green 

growth angels taking care of their “person” on Earth and monitoring their needs. Nature has so many angels 

looking into its needs. (You make shopping lists and so do they who look after you, in a way, can place orders.)  

I am the first “environmentalist”. I created the environment, and I certainly maintain it. I told Moses and that team 

how to care for their land and give it a break every so often, so as to produce the best and healthiest foods.  

Who were first on the Earth to need and use “green angels” (the simple term I’m using for this talk)? Adam needed 

counsel and direction on caring for the garden, and then angels were to withhold the normal way things were to 

be, and change things, to make the “curse” on the land be experienced, where it was hard work to grow food. But 

this can and has been reversed in different situations. Noah certainly was in touch with his “green angels” to get his 

flourishing garden and crops growing in the new world, with new conditions to be managed. 

Of course you don’t have to be a farmer or gardener or to be growing things to have a green angel. You all need 

them, for they help maintain your physical existence. Green Angels—they maintain life for the body, and all 

surrounding circumstances that are needed to do that. 



They can make some foods affect you while others not. They can hinder the flow of substance through your system 

until it’s the right time and proper time with facilities available to eliminate. They can aid in your digestion. But this 

is only one down to Earth side of their job description, for they are guardians of growth. Growth of people, and of 

population. To fight against people growth is to fight against the guardians of growth.  

Isn’t it odd that those on Earth who are pretending to be so into preserving the “environment” are indeed fighting 

with tooth and nail to stop the growth of mankind? Growth of the knowledge of the truth, growth of unborn 

babies, growth of populations, growth of spreading out around the world and instead have people incarcerated in 

cities? 

They call themselves “the greens” and “green this and that”, and that’s to let you know who they are fighting. They 

talk about “mother nature” but that is what they are fighting—God’s good Earth, and its people who need nature in 

order to thrive; and the spiritual entities of these different organizations are fighting the angels that are working to 

maintain earth.  

The rats and whales and who-knows-what creatures don’t need more nature. It’s the people that do and who are 

being robbed of it. It was for humans that it was all created. So the “green thieves” is what they really are. 

Green angels battle for the life of mankind, and their living habitat, while the “green goobers and goblins” try to 

steal and take and destroy and keep for themselves as much as they can. The evil ones inspire scientry to mess with 

seeds so they can’t “grow of themselves”; to produce sterile seeds of crops, all to keep the mess-with-the-money-

lure going.  

If the system of “plants produce seeds that produce plants with seeds”, and on it goes, then no one would have to 

buy seeds year after year to grow the same thing they always have been. But God’s free way is too good for the 

wicked system. Why, it supports the poor! And what do poor people do when they have ample food? Yes, they 

make lots of children. And why is that bad to the goobers? It’s not, really, it doesn’t cost them if the poor of the 

land live off the land. But they can’t MAKE something off them. They can’t TAKE and rob and steal and pollute and 

most of all totally control, if the poor are living happy lives with a few simple things, and enough food to eat. 

(Well, they finally found a way: take the children of the poor and force them to be “educated’ in order to survive, 

and then take from them. But that is another battle going on. Let’s get back to the topic for right now. Are you 

enjoying this?) 

So, who is your “green growth and prosperity angel” who watches over the “you” that Earthmen see? Anita.  
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